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1. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons
Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory
of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991 ("Appeals Chamber" and "Tribunal", respectively) is seized
of "Miroslav Bralo's Motion for Leave to Supplement Appeal Brief in Light of New Information
Conceming Ex Parte Portion of the Trial Record" filed confidentially by Miroslav Bralo on 15
August 2006 ( "Motion" and "Appellant", respectively), requesting leave to supplement the Appeal
Brief with the confidential "Proposed Miroslav Bralo's Supplemental Brief in Support of Ground
1.2(2) and 1.3" annexed to the ~ o t i o n ' .
2. The Prosecution filed its confidential Response on 18 August 2006, arguing that the Motion
should be r e j e ~ t e dThe
. ~ Appellant filed his confidential Reply on 21 August 2006.~

3. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Appellant pleaded guilty to al1 eight counts of the
Indictment and Trial Charnber 1 ("Trial Chamber") accepted the guilty pleas and entered a
conviction for each of the eight counts ~ h a r ~ eThe
d . ~Sentencing Judgement in the present case was
delivered on 7 December 2005.~
4. The Appellant filed the Notice of Appeal on 5 January 2 0 0 6 ~and the Appellant's Brief on 30

March 2006.~The Prosecution filed its Respondent's Brief on 2 May 2006.' The Appellant replied
on 19 May 2006.~The Appeals Chamber notes that the extent of the Appellant's cooperation with
the Tribunal was one of the issues addressed by the parties during the sentencing proceedings,'Oand

1

Annex A ("Proposed Supplemental Brief').
Confidential Response to "Miroslav Bralo's Motion for Leave to Supplement Appeal Brief in Light of
New Information Conceming Ex Parte Portion of the Trial Record", 18 August 2006 ("Response"), para. 8.
Conjîdential Miroslav Bralo's Reply Regarding Motion for Leave to Supplement Appeal Brief, 21 August 2006
("Reply").
4
Prosecutor v. Miroslav Bralo, Case No. IT-95-17, T. 19 July 2005, p. 44.
The Prosecutor v. Miroslav Bralo, Case No. IT-95-17-S, Sentencing Judgement, 7 December 2005 ("Sentencing
Judgement").
6
Notice of Appeal Against Sentence on Behalf of Miroslav Bralo, 5 January 2006 ("'Notice of Appeal").
Appeal Brief on Behalf of Miroslav Bralo filed confidentially on 30 March 2006 and publicly 26 May 2006
("Appellant's Brief').
Respondent's Brief to the "Appeal Brief on Behalf of Miroslav Bralo", 2 May 2006 ("Respondent's Brief').
Reply Brief on Behalf of Miroslav Bralo filed confidentially on 19 May 2006 and publicly on 26 May 2006.
1O
See, Sentencing Judgement, paras 43-45 and 73-8 1.

* Prosecution's

'
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that the Trial Chamber's finding on the absence of any "substantial" cooperation is currently on
appeal.' '
5. On 12 July 2006, the Prosecution filed the partly confidential "Prosecution's Notice to Lifl the

Ex Parte Status of the Prosecution's Further Submissions Concerning Rule 68 Filed on 18 October
2005 (RP D836 to 833)" ('Notice to Lift"). It contains a redacted interpartes confidential version1*
of the "Prosecution's Further Submissions Concerning Rule 68" filed ex parte on 18 October 2005,
relative to references made to information provided by the Appellant in the Prosecution's "Request
for Review or reconsideration" filed confidentially on 29 July 2005 in the BlaSkiC review
proceedings'3 ("BlaSkif Request"). The BlaSkiC Request was annexed to the Prosecution's original
Submissions filed ex parte but not to the Notice to Lia. On 10 July 2006, a public redacted version
of the BlaSkiC Request was filed by the ~rosecution.'~
On 3 November 2006, the Appeals Chamber,
seized of an "Application on Behalf of Miroslav Bralo for Access to Confidential Material" filed on
13 September 2006 in the BlaSkiC review proceedings, considered that "with respect to references
made in the BlaSkiC review proceedings to information provided by Bralo, only paragraphs 63, 65
and 76 of the BlaSkiC Request are relevant, however, there is no legitimate forensic purpose for
Bralo obtaining access to the unredacted versions of these paragraphs".'5 The Appeals Chamber,
subject to the protected witness' consent being obtained, allowed Bralo access to a closed session
transcript in the BlaSkiC appeals proceedings'6 referring to information provided by the ~ ~ ~ e l 1 a n t . l ~

SUBMISSIONS
OF THE PARTIES
6. The Motion is based on Article 21 of the Statute and Rules 73, 107 and 127(A)(ii) of the Rules
of Procedure and Evidence of the Tribunal ("Statute" and "Rules", r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~The
) . ' ~Appellant

''12 Notice of Appeal, para. 1.2(2); Appellant's Brief, paras 50-81.

Notice to Lifi, Confidential Annex ("Prosecution's Submissions"). This document fully corresponds to the
Prosecution's ex parte filing of 18 October 2005. The only redaction in this document concerns footnote 2 and,
according to the Prosecution, rernains necessary in terms of protection of certain witnesses who are not relevant to the
present case (Notice to Lift, para. 3). In this regard, the Appeals Chamber has considered the existing redaction justified
(Decision on Motions for Access to Ex Parte Portions of the Record on Appeal and for Disclosure of Mitigating
Material, 30 August 2006 ("Access and Disclosure Decision"), fn. 59.)
l3 Case No. IT-95-14-R.
14
The Prosecution has sent a copy of this public redacted version to Bralo (Notice to Lift, para. 2) and Bralo has
annexed this public redacted version to "Miroslav Bralo's Response to Prosecution's Notice" filed confidentially on 24
July 2006 (see Annex A).
l5 Prosecutor v. Tihomir BlaSkiC Case No. IT-95-14-R, Confidential Decision on Application on Behalf of Miroslav
Bralo for Access to Confidential Material, 3 November 2006 ("BlaSkiC Decision of 3 November 2006"), p. 8.
16
Case No. IT-95-14-A.
17
BlaSkiC Decision of 3 November 2006, pp 7, 9.
l8 Motion, para. 1.
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argues that the new information is contained in the Notice to Lift, which reveals the earlier
Prosecution's Submissions, to which the BlaSkiC Request was annexed.lg He maintains that it
"reveals that information which is relevant to the Appellant's grounds of Appeal is already in the
Trial Record, and upon which [he] must be entitled to comment"20. He contends that in his Appeal
Brief, he "made reference to thepossibility that Miroslav Bralo's words or actions had been cited by
the Prosecutor in support of [BlaSkiC] Review ~roceedin~s","while the public version of the
BlaSkiC Request "now reveals for the first time that Mr Bralo is indeed relied upon by the
Prosecution as the source of certain fresh information about the BlaSkiC case".22 Thus, he seeks
leave to supplement Ground 1.2 (2) and Ground 1.3 of his Notice of Appeal relative, respectively,
to alleged errors of the Trial Chamber in failing to give proper weight to specific factors in
mitigation of sentence, including his cooperation with the Prosecution, and in failing to order an
appropriate reduction of sentence to reflect the mitigation in the case.23
7. The Prosecution responds that the Motion should be rejected because the Appellant has failed to
~
that the only new
demonstrate good cause for supplementing his Appeal ~ r i e f It. ~submits
information is that the public version of the BlaSkiC Request "confirms that Bralo's Factual Basis
and Plea Agreement have been relied upon by the Prosecution in the BlaSkiC Review proceeding"25
but underlines that the transcripts of the Sentencing Hearing demonstrate that al1 parties were aware
that these documents were potentially being used by the Prosecution in the BlaSkiC case.26

8. The Appellant replies that until the redacted version of the BlaSkiC Request was filed publicly,
he "did not know and could not have known, whether anything he had done or said had in fact been
relied upon in the BlaSkiE Review Proceedings [.. .], and if so, in what way".27

9. While it is tme that, Save for Rule 115(A) allowing parties to file supplemental briefs on the

impact of the additional evidence admitted by the Appeals Charnber, no specific provision of the
19

Ibid.,para. 2.
Ibid.,para. 4.
" Ibid.,para. 6.
22 Ibid.,para. 7.
23 Ibid.,paras 4-5, 8,Annex A.
24

Response, para. 3 .

25

Ibid.,para. 4.
26
Ibid.,para. 5.
27

Reply, para. 3 .
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Rules explicitly regulates the possibility for the parties to supplement their briefs on appeal, it has
been recognised in the jurisprudence that an appellant may supplement his or her brief, pursuant to
Rule 127(A)(ii) and (B) of the Rules, by filing the said supplement with sufficient reasons
constituting good cause for the Appeals Chamber to recognize it as validly filed." In particular, the
appellant must show that the proposed supplemental submissions are relevant to his grounds of
appea129and add substantial new information to the submissions which have already been made."
The new information at stake must be of sufficiently compelling importance to justify the admission
of a supplemental brief at the stage where the briefing on appeal is ~ o m ~ l e t e d . ~ '
10. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the concept of "good cause" applicable to amendments to a
notice of appeal encompasses both good reason for including the new amended grounds of appeal
sought and good reason showing why those grounds were not included (or were not correctly
phrased) in the original notice of appeal.32 Where an appellant seeks a substantive amendment
broadening the scope of the appeal, "good cause" might also, under some circumstances, be
e ~ t a b l i s h e d .In
~ ~such instances, each amendment is to be considered in light of the particular
circumstances of the case.34 The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the same logic may be
applied while examining applications to supplement an appellant's brief.
11. At the same time, the jurisprudence of the Tribunal establishes that the "good cause"

requirement must be interpreted restrictively at late stages in appeal proceedings when amendments
Prosecutor v. ~ e l j k oMejakii et al., Case No. IT-02-65-AR1 lbis.1, Decision on Second Joint Defense Supplement to
Joint Appeal Brief in Support of Notice of Appeal, 16 November 2005 ("Mejakii Decision of 16 November 2005"), p.
4; Prosecutor v. ~ e l j k oMejakii et al., Case No. IT-02-65-AR1 lbis.1, Decision on Joint Defense Motion for
Enlargement of Time to File Appellant's Brief, 30 August 2005, p. 3; See also Prosecutor v. Dario Kordii and Mario
Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-1412-A, Confidential Decision on Prosecution's Motion for Extension of Time, 26 February
2004, p. 2; Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delalii et al., Case No. IT-96-21-A, Decision on Hazim DeliC's Motion for Leave to
File Second Supplementary Brief, 1 February 2001 ("Delalii Decision of 1 February 20017'), para. 6.
29
Delalii Decision of 1 February 2001, para. 3.
30 Ibid., para. 5.
31
Ibid., para. 6.
32
Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevii and Dragan Jokii, Case No. IT-02-60-A, Decision on Motion of Dragan JokiC for
Leave to File Third Amended Notice of Appeal and Amended Appellate Brief, 26 June 2006 ("Blagojevii Decision of
26 June 20069, para. 7; See also, e.g., Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevii and Dragan Jokii, Case No. IT-02-60-A,
Decision on Motions Related to the Pleadings in Dragan JokiC's Appeal, 24 November 2005, para. 10 ("Blagojevii
Decision of 24 November 2005"); Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevii and Dragan Jokii, Case No. IT-02-60-A, Decision
on Defence Motion for Extension of Time in Which to File the Defence Notice of Appeal, 15 February 2005, pp. 2-3;
Ferdinand Nahimana et al. v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A, Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco
Barayagwiza's Motions for Leave to Submit Additional Grounds of Appeal, to Amend the Notice of Appeal and to
Correct his Appellant's Brief, 17 August 2006 ("Barayagwiza Decision of 17 August 2006'7, para. 10.
33
Blagojevii Decision of 26 June 2006, para. 7; Blagojevii Decision of 24 November 2005, para. 7; Blagojevii
Decision of 20 July 2005, p. 3; Barayagwiza Decision of 17 August 2006, para. 10.
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would necessitate a substantial slowdown in the progress of the appeal - for instance, when they
would require briefs already filed to be revised and r e s ~ b m i t t e d To
. ~ ~hold othenvise would leave
appellants free to change their appeal strategy and essentially restart the appeal process at will
(including after they have had the advantage of reviewing the arguments in a response brief), thus
interfering with the expeditious administration of justice and prejudicing the other parties to the
case.36
12. The Appeals Chamber first notes that the Appellant does not seek to supplement his Appeal
Brief on the basis of the information disclosed by the Prosecution in its Notice to Lift, but rather on
the basis of the public redacted version of the BlaSkiC Request, filed on 10 July 2006. The Appeals
Chamber recalls that the Appellant was denied access to unredacted paragraphs 63, 65 and 76 of the
BlaSkiC ~ e ~ u e and
s t that
~ ~ the only matter currently pending in this respect is his access to the
closed session transcript in BEaSkiC appellate proceedings.38 Therefore, any supplemental brief
would be restricted to four references to the Appellant contained in the public version of the BlaSkiC
Request. More specifically, the Appellant refers to the citation by the Prosecution in the BlaSkiC
Request of the Factual Basis of the Plea Agreement and Amended Indictment in the Bralo case with
respect to crimes cornmitted in ~ h m i ~ i . ~ ~
13. The Appeals Charnber is satisfied that this information is relevant to the existing grounds of
appeal 1.2 and 1.3. It is further satisfied that, while the Appellant knew that he himself provided this
information to the Prosecution, he could not have known, prior to the filing of the public redacted
version of the BlaSkiC Request, whether and how the Prosecution had used this information in the
BlaSkiC Review Proceedings. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellant has
demonstrated good cause for not having included the proposed submissions in his Appeal Brief, as
well as good reason for seeking leave to include it at the present stage.

BlagojeviC Decision of 26 June 2006, para. 7; BlagojeviC Decision of 24 November 2005, para. 7; Barayagwiza
Decision of 17 August 2006, para. 10.
35
BlagojeviC Decision of 26 June 2006, para. 8; Barayagwiza Decision of 17 August 2006, para. 11.
36 Id.
37
See supra, para. 5.
38
The Appeals Chamber notes that should the Appellant be granted access to this document and then wish to submit
any supplementary submissions on its basis, he should first seek for admission of the said material as additional
evidence on appeal under Rule 115. Should this material be so admitted by the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant will be
ermitted to file a supplemental submission on the impact of the adrnitted material as provided under Rule 115(A).
BlaikiC Request, paras 61-62.
34
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14. At the same time, the Appeals Chamber reserves its holding on whether this information is of
substantial importance, since the issue of whether the Trial Chamber was correct in holding that the
use of such information by the Prosecution in other cases "does not imbue it with value as evidence
of CO-operationfrom ~ r a l o " ~is' currently before the Appeals Chamber as part of the merits of the
present appeal.41This decision should therefore not be interpreted as prejudging on the merits of the
case on appeal.
15. Having reviewed the Appellant's Proposed Supplemental Brief, the Appeals Chamber accepts
paragraphs 1-7 and 10-11 as validly filed to supplement Grounds 1.2(2) and 1.3 of the Appeal Brief.
However, it is not satisfied that the argument contained in paragraphs 8-9 of the Proposed
Supplemental Brief indeed relies on the new information contained in the public redacted version of
the BlaSkit Request. These latter submissions only contain general arguments as to the fact that the
Appellant pleaded guilty and to the alleged significance of voluntarily providing a declaration on
factual matters. Therefore, these submissions are not admissible as part of a supplemental brief.

16. In light of the findings above, the Appeals Chamber GRANTS the Motion IN PART and
ACCEPTS paragraphs 1-7 and 10-11 as validly filed to supplement Grounds 1.2(2) and 1.3 of the
Appeal Brief. The Appeals Chamber ORDERS the Prosecution, should it wish to do so, to file a
brief response to the Appellant's Supplemental Brief, inasmuch as it has been considered
admissible, no later than ten (10) days from the date of the present decision. The Appellant may
then file a reply within four (4) days of the filing of the Prosecution's response. The Motion is
DISMISSED in al1 other respects.
Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative.
Done this gth day of January 2007,
At The Hague, The Netherlands.

+
udge Andrésia Vaz
Presiding Judge

[Seal of the International Tribunal]
40

Sentencing Judgement, para. 80.
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